won the prestigious Classic Paper award. The work epitomizes the guiding philosophy of that laboratory: AI research can simultaneously advance the state of the art and provide practical solutions to key problems faced by the Space Agency and its collaborators.
solve 1 thousand queens problems in 11 minutes, the new min-conflicts systems solved 1 million queens in less than 4 (using comparable computational resources).
As already mentioned, we at the NASA laboratory believed that our best work came when we simultaneously advanced AI theory and provided immediately usable solutions for current NASA problems. This work clearly achieved both. It proved that local search and repair was applicable to a wide class of constraint satisfaction problems and clearly explicated the theory behind that proof. This occurred at a time when the majority of work in CSP focused on various forms of backtracking. Since the min-conflicts approach "blew away" prior techniques on the benchmark nqueens problem by an over four orders of magnitude performance improvement, it clearly indicated a new focus for the field.
This significance over the longer term is shown by the over 350 citations of this paper in the AI literature-an extraordinary large number for a conference proceedings paper. It spawned significant follow-on work in stochastic methods for constraint satisfaction, including the well-known GSAT system of Selman, Levesque, and Mitchell. It also found application in the "just-in-time" scheduling and rescheduling work of others in the NASA laboratory and elsewhere in the community. On the practical side, the min-conflicts algorithm replaced the neural net backbone of the Hubble Space Telescope scheduler, becoming the standard tool for selecting observations for that gem of NASA space sciences. 
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How to Catch a Robot Rat
When Biology Inspires Innovation Agnès Guillot and Jean-Arcady Meyer translated by Susan Emanuel "Over the last twenty-five years, a subset of computational and robotics researchers around the world have taken to studying biological creatures in order to figure out how to build robots. And at the same time, the constraints they have discovered in building robots have been used to illuminate how the biological systems must work. Guillot and Meyer have been both intellectual and organizational leaders in this field, and in How to Catch a Robot Rat they carefully document the history and intellectual currents of the field. " -Rodney Brooks, MIT 232 pp., 103 illus., $29.95 cloth
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Now in Paper
The Allure of Machinic Life Cybernetics, Artificial Life, and the New AI John Johnston "Johnston has done a magnificent job of surveying and digesting the vast literature and producing an extraordinarily clear account of this topic. " -C. Tappert, Choice
